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bstract

A previous paper has been devoted to the operating capability and constraints involved in power transmission of long ac cable links. In this paper
he approach has been extended in order to show the transmission performance of some typical mixed configurations with overhead lines (OHL)

nd cable lines (UGC). These new capability charts are enhanced with other informative parameters, which allow having a wider knowledge of the
egimes of a given mixed line. The necessity of limiting the switching overvoltages during composite line energization, by means of shunt reactive
ompensation, is investigated and criteria for choosing the compensation degree are also presented.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The enforcing and widening of transmission grid, which
re nowadays considered necessary by all parties, are experi-
nced strong difficulties in erecting new overhead lines. This
as brought to attention the use of underground transmission
echnologies: in primis the cable lines (UGC). In order to
rect a new long link, it could be necessary to have a mix
f transmission technologies such as a cascade connection
f overhead–cable–overhead lines. In fact, UGCs result more
uitable to land constraints and can overcome orographical hin-
rances. For example, an UGC section allows a HV/EHV link to
ass through areas too wide for OHL span such as large rivers or
akes. Very often, the substitution of some OHL spans with UGC
s named as “siphon”. This configuration may also solve some
ritical cases due to strongest local oppositions since it drasti-
ally reduces the environmental and magnetic impacts and hence
t permits the transmission line to pass through or near a pro-
ected site (sensible places such as kindergarten) or an urbanised
rea. It is worth remembering that some important installations

f mixed OHL–UGC link have been realised since several years
o allow great power flows in town centres.
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For the aforementioned reasons, the transmission system
perators will have to face more and more the analysis of mixed
ines with the aim at achieving the possible performance without
eopardizing either the system safety or the power quality.

. Mixed lines: OHL–cable–OHL

A rigorous approach to the issue requires to fix, for each sec-
ion, the specified constraints regarding safety and lifetime of
ection itself and to research successively the maximum com-
atible performances of the whole link. A simpler approach can
e adopted when the situation is that of Fig. 1 ( OHL– UGC–
HL, with lengths d1, d2, and d3), where the intermediate section

s constituted of UGC: in this (very usual) case the constraints
xpressed by (1) and (2) appear sufficient to satisfy the ampacity
ot only of the cable but also of OHL and :

I-H | ≤ Ic (1)

I-K| ≤ Ic (2)

U- oS | = Uoc. (3)

The value of Ic represents the current limit which must
ot exceed the ampacity of cable section : it is sufficient

hat Ic (imposed at H and K) is little lower than the ampacity
f OHL and to obtain (as it will have to be system-
tically verified) allowable current levels also at S and R.
ltimately, the relation (3) fixes the voltage at S, similarly

mailto:roberto.benato@unipd.it
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.epsr.2007.05.002
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Fig. 1. Typical sketch of mixed line.

Table 1
Positive-sequence parameters of OHL (for typical installation)

Overhead # ,
Voltage level (kV) 400

Sub-conductor

3 sub-cond.
ACSR
Ø 31.5 mm
spac. = 40 cm

Resistance at 75 ◦C (50 Hz), r (m�/km) 23.10
Per unit length series inductance, l (mH/km) 0.858
Per unit length shunt leakance (50 Hz), g (nS/km) 10
Per unit length capacitance, c (�F/km) 0.0133

Ampacity, I (A)
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Cold months 2955
Warm months 2220

o the settlement already adopted in ref. [1]. In the follow-
ng investigations, where Um = 420 kV, it has retained the level

oc = 230 kV = 95%Um/
√

3.
In this paper, a complete three-phase symmetry of the lines

as been assumed: this requires phase transpositions for OHL
nd for cable line also the cross-bonding arrangement and allows
he use of classical transmission equations based on positive
equence parameters (see Table 1 for OHL and Table 2 for single-
ircuit UGC) and of relevant matrices (see Appendix A).

This is a useful guide also for unbalance systems provided
hat a slightly conservative choice of Ic and Uoc is made.
uccessively, a deep insight can be performed by means of multi-
onductor study [2,3]. This approach takes into account, beyond
he structural dissymmetry of phase conductors, also that due to
he presence of the ground wires of OHL and shields of UGC.

In this paper, for OHL a typical 400 kV line of Italian grid
equipped with bundles of three sub-conductors) has been con-
idered and for UGC a 400 kV double-circuit consisting of
ingle-pole 2500 mm2 copper conductor XLPE cables.
Once considered the values of ampacity for OHL (fore-
een by Italian Standard; see Table 1), the levels Ic (during
old months) = 2800 A and Ic (during warm months) = 2100 A
ave been assumed in (1) and (2), as specified in each

able 2
ositive-sequence parameters of single-circuit UGC (for typical installation)

able #
oltage level (kV) 400
ross-section (mm2) 2500 Cu
pparent resistance at 90 ◦C (50 Hz), r
(m�/km)

13.3

er unit length inductance, l (mH/km) 0.576
er unit length shunt leakance (50 Hz) with
tan δ = 0.0007, g (nS/km)

51.5

er unit length, capacitance with, εr = 2.3
(�F/km)

0.234

mpacity, Ia (A) 1788
stems Research 78 (2008) 584–594 585

ase studies. These choices do not seem to be excessively
edundant for section with Ia = 2 × 1788 A as shown in
able 2 ((2 × 1788)/2800) = 1.28 during cold months and
2 × 1788)/2100) = 1.70 during warm months) because it seems
conservative installation criterion to have a good power reserve

n case of a circuit failure. The analysis of link between nodes
and R, not inserted in the real context of a given electric net-
ork, constitutes a preliminary assessment and a useful guide

or further network studies (among which the power flow and
etwork simulations are indispensable). In analogy with [1], the
egime of this mixed line can be achieved by means of a first
nalysis (U- oS and |I-K| constrained) and a successively second
ne (U- oS and |I-H | constrained), with the aim at individuating
he regimes that respect also the ampacity at S and R.

. First analysis

Once fixed at node K the current phasor I-K = Ic∠0 (on the
eal axis), and imposed at node S the following phasor

oS = 230 kV∠δ (δ = 0 ÷ 2π)

set of regimes of the entire line is univocally achieved, among
hich only those respecting the limit Ic at node H must be indi-
iduated. In particular the relations (4)–(9′), (which hold the
atrices shown in Appendix A) show the subsequent formal

assages, which give the Eq. (10), deriving from (9′). The expres-
ion (10) can be interpreted by the phasorial diagram of Fig. 2
with some modified proportions for graphical purposes) which,
y means of the relations shown in the same figure, yields the
roblem solution: for δ ranging between δ1 and δ2 (evaluated by
eans of (11) and (12)), the voltage phasor U- oS(δ) determines

n this first analysis all the current phasors I-H (e.g. OL1, OL3,
L4, OL2) having magnitudes within the limit Ic according to

2) as long as the magnitudes of phasors a, b, c are compatible
ith the triangular configuration. In particular, the phasors OL1

nd OL2, (the former leading and the latter lagging with respect
o IK) regard currents I-H with the same magnitude of Ic = |I-K|.

(4)

(5)

(6)
(7)
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Fig. 2. Phasorial d

(8)

-HH(K) = M−1
1 v-SS(K) (9)

(9′)

: imposed phasors

-H =
(

−C- 1 + A- 1 · C- 12

A- 12

)
· U- oS + A- 1

A- 12
· I-K (10)

1 = π − β1 − η1 + μ1 (11)

2 = δ1 + 2β1 (12)
. Second analysis

In an analogue way, once fixed at node H the current pha-
or I-H = Ic∠0 (on the real axis), and imposed at node S the
m of the Eq. (10).

ollowing phasor

- oS = 230 kV∠ϑ, (ϑ = 0 ÷ 2π),

nother set of regimes can be achieved among which only those
especting the limit Ic at node K are of interest.

The relations from (13) to (18′) show the subsequent formal
assages, which give rise to Eq. (19). It can be interpreted by the
hasorial diagram of Fig. 3: by means of the relations shown in
he same figure, it is possible to see that, for ϑ ranging between
′′ and ϑ′ (evaluated by means of (20) and (21)), the voltage
hasor U- oS(ϑ) determines in this second analysis all the current
hasors I-K (e.g. OL′′, OL′′′, OL′′′′, OL′) with magnitudes within
he limit Ic, according to (1).

(13)

(14)

(15)
(16)
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Fig. 3. Phasorial d

(17)

-KK(H) = M−1
12 · v-SS(H) (18)

(18′)

-K =
(

−C- 12 + A- 12 · C- 1

A- 1

)
· U- oS + A- 12

A- 1
· I-H (19)

In particular, the phasors OL′′ and OL′ reproduce again the
ame relations of magnitude and angle (with respect to IH)
etectable in the first analysis for OL1 and OL2.

′′ = π − β2 − η2 + μ2 (20)

′ = ϑ′′ + 2β2 (21)

It is worth noting that the double-circuit UGC in section
requires (see Section 6), due to its great capacitive suscep-
ance, almost always a suitable degree of compensation ξsh
hich, modifying the elements of matrix M- 2 (and hence of

- 1-2, M- 123), affects all the line regimes. The hypothesis of uni-
ormly distributed shunt compensation has been adopted also in
his paper as in [1]: it allows determining (notwithstanding the
dealized approach) the suitable power system solutions.

c
a

m of the Eq. (19).

. The capability charts

The procedures presented in the first and second analysis
llow individuating, for a given mixed line, all the regimes at
ower frequency compatible with the constraints (1)–(3), yield-
ng for each regime the vector (composed of voltage and current
hasors) at each node. Therefore, it becomes particularly inter-
sting the complex power at end nodes S and R. In order to
valuate the complex power S- S at node S the elements of vec-
ors v-SS(K) in (8) and v-SS(H) in (17) must be used, whereas for
omplex power S- R at node R the elements of vectors v-RR(K) in
22) and v-RR(H) in (23) must be adopted.

It is worth noting that the relations (22) and (23) as well as
8) and (17) are useful to verify (as already discussed in Section
) the respect of ampacity at R and S for OHLs.

(22)
(23)

The respect of ampacity along the UGC length appears (in any
ase-study) assured a priori, since the ratios between ampacity
nd Ic are 1.28 (cold months) and 1.7 (warm months). If the
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breaker in S in order to energize the mixed line and serves as a
Fig. 4. A first example of capability chart.

atio is less conservative, it is advisable to make some controls
y means of (A4′) and (A4′′) (with similar behaviours as in [1]).
ence the outlines can be drawn (see the example of Fig. 4): the
utline s bounds the “sending-end power area” and the outline r
he “receiving-end power area”, respecting the fixed constraints.
t can be ascertained (see Section 8) that they are composed of
rcs of circumference and ellipse, analytically inferable.

At regular steps, it is possible to mark the complex power

- S and S- R with couple of points upon the outlines s and r: their
orrespondence is easily detectable by the mutual proximity (see
ig. 4). The difference S- S − S- R views with the real part the
ctive transmission power losses and with the imaginary part
he reactive power demand by the composite system (including
eactive compensation, if any).

The couples of points marked with × represent the partic-
lar regimes (see Sections 3 and 4) characterized by |I-K| ≡
I-H | ≡ Ic. These capability charts for mixed link give (as already
een for only cable lines in [1]) immediate visual information
n power flow performances. Moreover, as shown in the first
xample of Fig. 4, each capability chart can be enhanced with
he following transmission parameters (very useful to detail even

ore the power quality):

Maximum receiving-end power PR1 at cos ϕ = 1 with the cor-
responding power losses ΔP and phase angle σ–ρ between
U- oS and U- oR;
Voltage levels at R;

Degree ξsh of shunt compensation (for section ) necessary to
limit at Um/

√
3 the subtransient overvoltages U ′′

oR in a typical
case of no-load line energisation (see Section 6);

fi
t
i

stems Research 78 (2008) 584–594

Capacitive reactive power QNL absorbed in S by the mixed
link at no load in R in steady-state regime with chosen
ξsh;(meaning for the breaking tests)

.1. PR1, �P and σ–ρ

The maximum active receiving-end power PR1 (at cos ϕ = 1)
s generally detectable in the around of δ1 in the first analysis or
n the around of ϑ′ in the second analysis and appears very mean-
ngful in order to evaluate the more interesting performances and
ower flows of the mixed line, together with the power losses
P and the angle σ–ρ.

.2. Phase voltage levels at R

The voltage levels at node R plays a key role in the net-
ork service and can be directly visualised in the “receiving-end
ower area” by means of phase voltage curves parameterized
ith |U- oR| constant, implementing the well-known expression
f receiving-end power

- R = 3U- oR

[
(U- oS − A- 123U- oR)

B123

]∗
. (23′)

Once fixed U- oS = 230 kV∠σ and by setting U- oR∠ρ (e.g.
ith magnitudes 220, 225, 230, 235, 240 kV) it is possible to
ive suitable σ–ρ values such to determine complex power S- R

n the “receiving-end area”.
In such a way, it can be clearly singled out the regimes which

re not acceptable owing to excessively high or low voltage
evels at R (even if compatible with limit Ic): for example, heavy
eactive power flows or active ones on long runs. In particular the
oltage curve intersecting the origin also points out the voltage in
eceiving-end at no-load regime (PR + jQR ≡ 0), when |U- oS | =
30 kV.

. No load energization

The per unit-length capacitive susceptance of UCG (a double-
ircuit in the case-study) is worth about 35 times that of OHL
nd can require (depending upon d2 length) strong capacitive
ower: this reactive susceptance affects sensibly the capability
harts and plays a key role on the transient and steady-state
egimes of the composite line at no-load. A rough estimation
rings to compute, for the double-circuit UGC (see Table 2),
he heavy capacitive power QC ≈ 2(3U2

oωc) = 23 Mvar/km at
0 Hz and 28 Mvar/km at 60 Hz: it becomes foreseeable that
hunt compensations are almost always necessary both for good
ffects on capability charts and for the switching-on of no-load
ine. In fact, in the network operation, a very frequently recurring
vent of greatest concern is the energization of a no-load line
ince it is always necessary to prepare the operating structure of
he grid. The sketch of Fig. 5 shows the switch-on of the circuit
rst approximated but meaningful approach devoted to highlight
he limit conditions for line energization at no-load. The supply
n S can be modelled as an equivalent generator (as seen at node
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Fig. 5. Typical sketch of mixed line at no-load at R.

belonging to a given network) which is characterized by its
lectromotive force Uo (supposed to be equal to 230 kV) and the
hort-circuit subtransient impedance Z-

′′ (for simplicity purely
nductive Z-

′′ = jX′′).
The no-load power frequency subtransient voltage U-

′′
oR at R,

ue to the closing at S, is completely defined by the following
ormulae:

-
′′
oS =

(
Uo

Z-
′′ + (A- 123/C- 123)

)
· A- 123

C- 123
(24)

-
′′
oR = U-

′′
oS

A- 123
(25)

-
′′
oR = Uo

A- 123 + Z-
′′ · C- 123

(26)

eing A- 123/C- 123 the impedance (almost completely capacitive)
s seen from S with R at no-load, and expressing with (25) the
erranti’s effect.

With regard to Z-
′′ = jX′′ evaluation, it is possible to refer

rstly to the subtransient impedance Uo/I
′′
sc (from network

tudies). The values of subtransient short circuit current I ′′
sc

three-phase at S) in EHV networks can be foreseen in the range
0–50 kA, so that X′′ corresponds to 23–4.6 �.

In order to respect the standard switching levels (e.g.
050 kV) with a conservative margin, it seems advisable that the
hasor U-

′′
oR does not exceed the magnitude Um/

√
3 = 242.5 kV.

The necessary value of ξsh to achieve |U- ′′
oR| = 242, 5 kV in

26) can be easily computed with automatic iterations once fixed
he parameters d1, d2, d3, X′′, Uo.
Since the target depends upon numerous parameters, the
igs. 6 and 7 report only some possible situations that are very
seful to frame the phenomenon.

ig. 6. Examples of limit length d2 of UGC (ξsh = 0) as function of subtransient
hort-circuit reactance X′′.

t
e
o

F
s

ig. 7. Examples of compensation degree ξsh as function of UGC length d2.

The curves of Fig. 6 show, for example, that with ξsh = 0 and
′′ = 15 � the length d2 of UGC cannot exceed 22 km if d1 = 0
nd even 10 km if d1 = 60 km.

The curves of Fig. 7 (computed for X′′ = 15 �) show for exam-
le how (set d3 = 0) the section UGC with ξsh = 0.7 can reach
2 = 65 km if d1 = 0 km or d2 = 45 km if d1 = 30 km.

It is worth noting that the OHL chiefly introduces (at 50 Hz)
longitudinal reactance (∼=0.27 �/km) which “increases” the

hort-circuit reactance with all the obvious consequences (i.e.
eduction of maximum UGC length, increase of compensation
egree). Once the value of ξsh has been computed by means
f (26), it is useful to assess through (27) the power (almost
ntirely capacitive one) absorbed by mixed line (at no-load) sup-
lied at node S with steady-state voltage Uo (e.g. 230 kV) in the
ypothesis that, after the switching transients, it is restored.

- NL = 3 · U2
o · C-

∗
123

A-
∗
123

∼= QNL. (27)

his value is important for the corresponding breaking test.

Figs. 8 and 9 consider examples where d3 > 0. It is evident that

he energization of no-load mixed line from the node R must be
valuated by considering the lengths of three section in the right
rder: for example, if the order from S to R of the lengths d1,

ig. 8. Examples of limit length d2 of UGC (ξsh = 0) as function of subtransient
hort-circuit reactance X′′.
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ig. 9. Examples of compensation degree ξsh as function of UGC length d2.

2, d3 is 60, 30, 20 km, when the energization from S is assessed
he grey curve in Fig. 9 must be considered, whereas the dark
urve with energization from R. If the equivalent generators at
oth ends were equal (same Uo = 230 kV and same X′′ = 15 �) it
ould be better the energization from R, which requires a lower

ompensation degree. On the other hand, it appears very likely
hat the receiving-end is a very weak node (very high X′′) so
hat it results less suitable than S for the energization of no-load
ine: the detection of “best-end” switching [4] is mentioned by
EGB as effective experienced practices in network operations.

t is trivial to remember the possibility for the TSO of energising
he line with voltage temporarily reduced. These first meaning-
ul considerations on the subtransient regimes must be followed
y an in-depth analysis of power flows and network simula-
ions in order to fix the suitable compensation degree for UGC
ection.

As already stated, the hypothesis of uniformly distributed
hunt compensation has been adopted also in this paper as in [1]:
t has been throughout verified that both the capability charts and
he subtransient voltage due to line energization remain almost
nchanged by applying (with the same ξsh) lumped shunt com-
ensations (see suitable matrices M- ξ in Appendix A) on length
ntervals not greater than 15–20 km. Some attention must be paid
or the precise location of the limit Ic at H and K (in the matrix
ascade).

. The use of capability charts as a guide

The example of Fig. 4 already gives an idea of the utility
f the capability charts for transmission system operators. It is
orth remembering that the value of ξsh (evaluated after Section
), is not only fundamental for a good line energization but also
etermines satisfactory steady-state regimes. Moreover the set
f curves parameterized with phase voltages 220–240 kV high-
ights immediately how a good voltage level at R constitutes
further limiting constraint (chiefly for reactive power) within
he capability charts for Ic = 2800 A. Also the values of maxi-
um transmissible active power PR1 together with the power

osses �P and the compensation degree ξsh are very useful for
conomic evaluations: in particular, the compensation degree

i
a
t

Fig. 10. Capability chart of specified mixed line.

onstitutes a direct reference to the installation cost of shunt
eactors in section . The no-load steady-state reactive power

NL = −270 Mvar does not appear problematic. Fig. 10 high-
ights how the increased overall length of mixed line (90, 30,
0 km) yields unacceptable voltage drops unless the node R has
ot strongly capacitive load. So it is possible to understand that
hen the mixed line length increases, the criterion of voltage
rops and power losses becomes paramount: in correspondence
f the power flow PR1 = 1767 MW is |U- oR| = 210 kV (as easily
raphically inferable) and a ratio �P/PR1 = 3.65% rather high.

Fig. 11 clearly shows how choosing a current limit of 2100 A
just below OHL warm month ampacity) gives regimes more
ational than those of Fig. 10.

Both Figs. 12 and 13, which can represent some examples of
ixed line for penetration in town centres (d3 = 0), show how

he decreased overall length with reference to the foregoing case
110 km rather than 140 km) allows (in cold months) a higher
hosen current limit (2500 A) and good voltage levels at R.

The comparison between Figs. 12 and 14 underlines the
eduction of capability charts due to current limit (2100 A) and
he subsequent better voltage levels at R. Figs. 15 and 16 also
ppear very meaningful because they deal with cases where the
ine between S and R is entirely constituted by double-circuit
GC of 60 km (having set d1 = 0, d2 = 60, d3 = 0).
Fig. 15 shows the excellent performance (PR1 = 2385 MW)

f 60 km compensated double-circuit cable (due to its very high
mpacity limit 3500 A) with good voltage levels because of its
ow longitudinal impedance.
The problems of uncompensated UGC (with the same length)
n Fig. 16 are both the highest reactive power QNL (−1423 Mvar)
nd the subtransient voltage level U ′′

oR (272 kV) during energiza-
ion.
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Fig. 11. Capability chart of specified mixed line.

It is also of note that the typical shape of capability charts
ith cusps at points × recurs chiefly each time there is a low
ompensated UGC as in [1].
In these cases (chiefly with high d2 and low ξsh), the differ-

nces S- S − S- R appear graphically very evident due to the strong

Fig. 12. Capability chart of specified mixed line.

h
r
n
d

Fig. 13. Capability chart of specified mixed line.

eactive (capacitive) power absorbed by the cable. On the other
and, in the mixed lines (chiefly with high d1, d3 and ξsh) the

eactive power absorbed by the overall link becomes of inductive
ature (see Fig. 4 and Figs. 10–14), being prevalent the inductive
emand of OHL.

Fig. 14. Capability chart of specified mixed line.
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. “Receiving area” and “sending area” as intersections
f sets
Once imposed (as in 1∧ analysis) the phasors IK ∠ 0≡Ic

nd U- oS(δ), if Eq. (22) is made explicit it is possible, being

Fig. 16. Capability chart of double-circuit UGC.
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o obtain the expression (27′)

S- R(1∧)

3
= [A- R1U- oS + B- R1IK] · [C- R1U- oS + D- R1IK]∗

= A- R1C-
∗
R1|U- oS |2 + B- R1D-

∗
R1I

2
K + A- R1D-

∗
R1IKU- oS(δ)

+B- R1C-
∗
R1IKU-

∗
oS(δ). (27′)

Eq. (27′) gives the values of S- R(1∧)/3 for δ = 0÷2π, without
especting for the limit Ic at node H.

Analogously once imposed (as in 2∧ analysis) the phasors
H ∠ 0 ≡ Ic and U- oS(ϑ), if Eq. (23) is made explicit it is possible,
eing

o obtain the expression (28)

S- R(2∧)

3
= [A- R2U- oS + B- R2IH ] · [C- R2U- oS + D- R2IH ]∗

= A- R2C-
∗
R2|U- oS |2 + B- R2D-

∗
R2I

2
H + A- R2D-

∗
R2IHU- oS(ϑ)

+B- R2C-
∗
R2IHU-

∗
oS(ϑ). (28)

q. (28) gives the values of S- R(2∧)/3 for ϑ = 0÷2π, without
especting for the limit Ic at node K.

The simultaneous representation of both curves
- R(1∧) and S- R(2∧) which bound each other, allows draw-
ng (once fixed Ic) the bound r of “receiving-end power area”
see Fig. 17).

Fig. 17. Delimiting the receiving areas by means Eqs. (27) and (28).
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With similar procedure, by developing Eqs. (8) and (17), it is
ossible to have Eqs. (29) and (30)

S- S

3
(1∧) = U- oS[C- S1U- oS + D- S1IK]∗

= C-
∗
S1|U- oS |2 + IKD-

∗
S1U- oS(δ) (29)

S- S

3
(2∧) = U- oS[C- S2U- oS + D- S2IH ]∗

= C-
∗
S2|U- oS |2 + IHD-

∗
S2U- oS(ϑ) (30)

o that, by means of S- S(1∧) and S- S(2∧), the bound s of
sending-end power area” can be drawn. Eqs. (29) and (30) give
ircumferences, whereas Eqs. (27′) and (28) give ellipses with
ow eccentricity since beyond the third term with U- oS there is
forth term (generally slight) with the complex conjugate U-

∗
oS .

his kind of approach, which determines the sending-end power
rea and receiving-end power area as intersection of sets, can
ecome very useful to draw the capability charts of a line with
ifferent (for location and magnitude) ampacity constraints.

. Conclusions

The cable lines together with mixed ones can lessen sensibly
any route problems by virtue of their adaptability in the terri-

ory and have become a recurring topic in the technical literature
5,6].

The authors have already presented comprehensive algo-
ithms to deeply analyse the transmission performances of
GC. In this paper, the method has been further developed and

xtended to take into account mixed lines composed of overhead
nd cable lines. This has been performed by means of capa-
ility charts which highlights at quick glance the whole field
f transmissible complex power compatibly with the assumed
onstraints for both current and voltage and are enhanced with
ther power transmission features, which result very useful to
valuate the composite link operation.

This gives a meaningful contribution to both the grid planning
nd operation.

The CPU-time to compute a capability chart is about 4 s (PC
entium 2.8 GHz, RAM 1048 MB). The procedure is versatile
s well since it can be easily applied to more simple mixed lines
d1 = 0 or d3 = 0), to only cable line (d1 = 0 = d3) and to other
onfigurations.

The paper is also a powerful guide to choose the shunt com-
ensation degree of UGC in order to limit the overvoltages in
ase of line energization. Although the hypothesis of uniformly
istributed compensation has been adopted, the method is easily
pplicable to lumped one (at each ends or also at intermediate
ocations).

ppendix A

For each section , and the corresponding classical

ransmission matrices must be calculated as in (A1)

(A1)

O
Q
U
U

ig. A1. Checking the regimes along UGC by means of (A4′) and (A4′′).

They depend upon the line parameters and line length d1, d2,
3. In the hypothesis of uniformly distributed compensation in
GC , the elements A- 2, B- 2, C- 2, are computed as in [1]. The

quivalent cascade matrices are given

(A2)

Note that generally even if D- 1 ≡ A- 1, D- 2 ≡ A- 2, D- 3 ≡ A- 3,
he same is not valid for the cascade matrix elements i.e. D- 12 �=
- 12 and D- 123 �= A- 123. The inverse matrices are given in the
ollowing (A3) relation (if it is valid the reciprocity principium
hich yields A- iD- i − B- iC- i = 1).

(A3)

The check (in 1∧ and 2∧ analysis) along UGC (see Fig. A1)
an be performed by means of (A4′) and (A4′′), by using v-HH(K)
rom (9) and v-KK(H) from (18):

1∧) v-xx = M−1
x · v-HH(K) (A4′)

2∧) v-yy = My · v-KK(H) (A4′′)

It worth noting that each installation of three single-pole shunt
eactors, with admittance Y- ξ , requires the cascade insertion (in
he suitable position) of the relevant matrix M- ξ:

(A5)

ppendix B. List of symbols

c alternating current

- i, B- i, C- i, D- i transmission coefficients of ith section
1 length of section (OHL)
2 length of section (UGC)
3 length of section (OHL)
HV extra high voltage

a ampacity
c chosen current constraint

- i transmission matrix of ith section

- 12 cascade matrix of M1 and M2

123 cascade matrix of M1, M2 and M3
-
HL overhead line
NL capacitive power absorbed by mixed line at no-load

phase-to-phase voltage
o phase-to-earth voltage
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oc chosen phase-to-earth voltage level at node S
GC underground cable line

complex number
∗ complex conjugate
LPE cross-linked polyethylene

-
′′; (X′′) short-circuit subtransient impedance; (reactance)

sh shunt compensation degree (0÷1) in the section
(UGC)

ubscripts
intermediate end
intermediate end
receiving-end
sending-end
phase-to-earth
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